
Students work one-on-one with 
their personal math tutor to 

address individual learning gaps 
and deepen understanding.

Students receiving just one 45 
minute tutoring session per week 
achieve 7 months of math growth 

in 14 weeks.

Prices start from just $16 per 
student per session - 2.4x more 
affordable than the average cost 

of math tutoring.

Personalized High Impact Low Cost

Individualized one-on-one math tutoring for the students who need it most

explained for Community SchoolsTHIRD SPACE  LEARNING

Your next session is at 10:00am, 


Weds April 14th

When your session is ready to start you’ll see a pop up 

inviting you to join your tutor. 

Not Marco? Log out

Your session is starting

Your session with                  is starting now!



Today’s learning objective: Multiplying whole 

numbers using the standard algorithm



Click start session to begin.

Sandra

Start Session

Your turn
Follow me

3 4x

+

2 4 2

2 3x

+

4 7 3

Let’s use the standard algorithm to solve this calculation. 
Solve this calculation using the 
standard algorithm.242 x 34 =
473 x 23 =

a 242 x 4 = 928

b 242 x 30 = 7,260
c Add the .partial products

a 473 x 3 = 1,419

b 473 x 20 = 9,460
c Add the .partial products

242 x 4
473 x 3242 x 30
473 x 20

Sandra

You

9 6 8
27 6 0

41 1 9
49 6 0

801 7 9
28 2 8

Awesome effort

Excellent focus

Great explanation
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How Third Space Learning can support your Community School:

Advance equity in education: Additional learning opportunities for the students who might 
not otherwise have access

Expanded learning opportunities: Tutoring is available before, during and after school, with 
multiple students each receiving one-on-one instruction at once

High-quality instructional materials: Tutors use a curriculum of scaffolded standards-
aligned lessons to guide instruction

Impact beyond test scores: Students verbalize their reasoning to develop deep conceptual 
understanding, not just prepare for a test

Professional development: Teachers receive access to reports and classroom resources to 
inform and plan their own instruction

How it works in Community Schools like yours:

Let us know  require additional one-on-one tutoring how many students1

You’ll receive a  to easily manage students and sessionsschool account2

Choose the right  that best fits your needssession length and dosage3

Personalize learning using student data and/or teacher selection4

Monitor  over timestandards mastered and math learning gains5

“We just had our first session 
and it went great! The kids 
really liked it and felt like 
they were learning! One even 
said he finally felt like math 
was making sense.”

Michelle Craig, 
Instructional Coach,

Sherwood Forest 
Elementary, Washington

Speak with a member of our team: thirdspacelearning.com/us/ hello@thirdspacelearning.com929-298-4593


